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jL. Let X^ , Xi, • ••• be a sequence
of random variables mutually indepen-
dent. If Γor a suitable number sequ-
ence \A»\ f

tends in probability to 1, we say that
the sequence

'relatively stable with respect to fA~}
and If as n,-*oo ,- X*/Ά<n, tends In
probability to zero uniformly f£/c£*t.
{ Xn\ Is called relatively small* Mr.
Bobroff has proved the following
theorem* ίi)

Theorem JL feet ^X«i be a sequence
of non-negative, mutually independent
random variables. IT with
a number sequence \

 t

relatively stable, then*It is relative"
iί B U » H *

O Γ
 {ΛnV and there exists £

sequence of positive numbers κ
κ
j such

(1.3)
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where F
κ
(χ) denotes the distribution

function of Λ K Conversely If
there exists a^ sequence {c

n
.\ aatls-

^ylng (1.3) and (1*4).then fχ
κ
j Ig

relatively stable and relatively small.

Recently K* Kunlsawa has given an
another simple proof of Theorem 1, with
conditions

Cί.JO

instead of (1.3) and (1.4),

The object of the present paper
is to give the conditions for relati-
ve stability of {X

κ
} different from

the above and to deduce Bobroff'a
theorem from it. The method is also
different from Bobroff

J
s or Kunisawa's

and seems to be useful for positive
random variables.

a. Lemma 1. Let f~M be fcja
ributlon function of a_. random va
X which Is. non^negative * Then

/
°

is. analytic*"lift τ>Ό . W
characterIntic function Of

L
X

This ia evident* We βay H*) the
analytic characteristic function of
X •

Lemma 2^ In, order that
1 " blβ χ

κ
negative random variable X* oonverffes
in distribution io a variable X , It
ΪF necessary and suFficient î hat the
analytic characteristic function j-^iz)
of X

κ
 converges, to that fl£ X uni-

formly in every finite closed rectan-
gular domain Interior to

m
upper half-

The proof of necessity is quite
similar as

r
 the ordinary Levy continuity

theorem. We thus prove the sufficien-
cy. Let f(z.) be the analytic chara-
cter Istic functIon. of. X (Ί> o> and

(2.2.) i7
t

J
uniformly in - T έ i * T / τ ̂ τ

o
 > o

 #

By the compactness of f^n^^J » there
exists a sequence- fnc f such that
F^ ίx) -> ̂

ίjc
>
 a t

 continuity points,
where $tα) is a non-decreasIng func-
tion. Then

For, taking A so large that
we have

|

and

>• ./

By (2.2) we get

as
ίx-rx.

d
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